Soapbox Collection Exclusively for Delta Hotels by Marriott

Natural Body Care That Gives Back

- Heart-warming and memorable: each room amenity kit gives back to someone in need.
- Soapbox products will inspire and surprise your guests with quality ingredients, a refreshing scent, and a story that warms the heart. Guests will feel pampered and pleased with such an intriguing product provided to them in their hotel rooms!
- Argan Oil contains the nutritive Omega-9 and Vitamin E for healthier hair and skin.
- Subtle fragrances and formulas gentle enough for everyday use.
- Made with natural ingredients. No EDTA, no parabens, no phthalates, no petroleum, no paraffin, no diethanolamine, and no mineral oil. Shampoo and Conditioner are SLS/SLES free, and color-safe.
- Each product contains a unique Hope Code on the back of the packaging that can be used to trace exactly where the give back donation is being made.
- Bilingual labeling.
- Packaging is 100% recyclable.

Soap = Hope
For more information visit soapboxsoaps.com

**liquids**
- Soapbox Argan Oil Shampoo (champú, shampooing)
- Soapbox Argan Oil Conditioner (acondicionador, revitalisant)
- Soapbox Argan Oil Body Wash (báñocorporal, savon liquide pour le corps)
- Soapbox Argan Oil Lotion (loción, lotion)
1 fl. oz. (30 mL), 144/case/caja/boîte

**soaps**
- Soapbox Argan Oil Bar Soap Flo-Wrap, 0.68 oz./19g Enviro, 550/case
- Soapbox Argan Oil Bar Soap Flo-Wrap, 0.96 oz./27g Enviro, 288/case

- Soapbox Makeup Remover Wipe, 500/case

This innovative soap bar is designed to reduce waste, carbon footprint, and to protect that natural world from which it is derived.

Envir-ooo™ Light-Weighted Extruded Bar Soap. Adding our three channel cavity within the inside of the Bar Soap enables us to retain a larger dimension, improve functionality, and impact a more positive guest experience.
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